MIGRATION REPORTS – DECEMBER 2017
DECEMBER 06, 2017

If there was ever a need for a duck needing a duck hunter along the Gulf Coast of Texas it is this
winter. Even though there is a misty rain outside as you read this the rains will only make the
roads temporarily slick and the dirt into mud for a couple days. There will be no new ephemeral
ponds on the landscape in our area. Conditions are tough, real tough, for birds along our coast;
they have limited water to get into, even less with waters containing food sources. You would
think that Hurricane Harvey would have left copious amounts of water across the land, but for
the most part it is gone. The evaporation rate since late August well exceeds 2-feet! Almost all
the moist-soil wetlands like ours are only here because of the likes of you, the sportsman,
whether they are on private or public lands. Next time someone challenges you on killing ducks
please remind them that it is your dollars that go directly to helping waterfowl, whether it is
through duck stamp funds, DU / Delta banquets, donations, or joining a hunting club that makes
waterfowl habitat. We started pumping water in August and for the most part have not stopped
since. Ducks, geese, cranes, shorebirds, wading birds, neotropical songbirds, raptors, various
mammals, amphibians, reptiles, even fish benefit from our wetlands eight months of every year.
We play a small part in the big picture, but collectively all sportsmen provide critical habitat for
wildlife, especially this winter with no significant rains on the horizon.

DECEMBER 11, 2017

The exodus of fair weather—easy to shoot—fresh migrates from the north is over. We will still
shoot ducks, more than most, but averages will drop as ducks become localized and savvy to our
ways—bygone statistics only tell the truth of the past. Weather will now be key element to full
straps across the board. Full moons and west winds…the kiss of death to those who crouch in
cane. What we need is a good douse of severe-abrasive-gale-force weather, kind of like Friday’s
snow squall…well maybe not that bad! Not sure how much of that type of inclement weather I can
stand. As I age I favor humid-hot over bone-chilling, plus I can wear pink shorts and camo crocs
outside. To date we have been hunting in a lot of bluebird weather, but still doing quite well in
spite of Mother Nature. Hunting in light or still winds not only makes the hunting tougher, it also
drives the birds off of our properties quicker. A low barometric pressure coupled with winds and
a low-ceiling makes birds fly lower and not depart gunfire as quickly. If you only have limited days
to hunt watch the weather, read the club newsletters, and follow our property scouting reports.
Over the next week there are multiple fronts, this week on Tuesday / Thursday, followed by two
more on Sunday / Tuesday. Four fronts in eight days! That surely will stir birds.
Up north not much to report. Mallards are thick across the mid-west, snow geese piling in to
Arkansas and Missouri, so if you have a hankering for last Friday’s cold and greenheads, head
north my man…and make sure the waders don’t leak, right Stu?

DECEMBER 21, 2017

Rob Sawyer and myself just returned from Port O’Connor yesterday. While the redheads were
not in great abundance, the reports from others, even from Mississippi, were greenwings were
everywhere, but pulses of gadwalls and shovelers are now appearing. Always a mystery to me why
one year gadwalls appear in mass, the next season shovelers, at other times pintails galore.
Bluewings are still common place on straps, the Lodge Pond is now producing full limits of
canvasbacks along with an assortment of other divers. Ponds that had not been producing are
turning on, fueling new food sources for the ducks. Remington, Bennelli, Mallard, and Cali Ponds
are a few that come to mind and if the Scouting Report says they have birds, hunt them!
Weather is lining up perfect for great hunts this coming Saturday especially for the Southern
Properties. A strong front stirs up the birds with late Friday afternoon SE winds 20+ mph
followed by strong north winds 20+ mph in the morning, perfect fowling weather.

DECEMBER 26, 2017

The shift is on; numbers do not lie about where the action is at Thunderbird. Birds appear to be
leaving the prairies (Northern Properties) and heading to the coastal areas (Southern Properties).
We will still have some good hunts up north, but if history holds true our best hunting will be on
the coast from here on out. Last week’s numbers tell the story. The Southern Properties had 86%
of the groups (6/7) shooting full limits on ducks with a 5.8 birds/gun/day average. Add up the
Northern Properties and the success rate (2/10) on full limits drops to 20% with a 4.2
birds/gun/day average, quite a difference!
This season’s drought is perhaps as bad as we have ever seen it, per the Bay City statistics;
September - 0.21”, October – 0.73”, November – 0.19”, and December 2.3”. Add it all up and a
paltry 3.43” of rain has fallen since Hurricane Harvey. Because we have been pumping water like
crazy beginning in late September you do not sense the severity of the drought as you hunt our
ponds. Evaporation rates can exceed 2” per day with high temperatures and a strong dry north
wind. This season we conservatively estimate a loss of somewhere between 2-4 feet of water due
to evaporation. On the prairies the ducks have nowhere to go except properties with pumped
water. With the drought on hand and the core of the migration over ducks are now seeking refuge
from gunning pressure even though Thunderbird provides a great deal of sanctuary and food for
the birds. Overall ponds will need a week of rest in order to provide a limit of ducks. Good news is
that there will be a full three and half days rest on the Northern Properties for the upcoming
Wednesday hunts and a full week’s rest on the Southern Properties for Saturday’s hunts. Expect
our numbers to pickup, especially if more hunting groups migrate south over the weekend!

